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Summary 

This evaluation uses an action inquiry approach, drawing on the principles and practices 
of co-operative inquiry and appreciative inquiry. On the premise that Organic Routes 
had achieved many of its goals, this appreciative or ‘solution-focused’ approach to 
evaluation aimed to learn what had worked well. It did this by bringing together people 
with different perspectives on the life of the Organic Routes project and drawing new, 
actionable learning from their experiences – including those of trainees and staff.  

 

Through a series of three workshops (one with trainees, and two with staff and 
managers) UWE facilitators captured participants’ rich description of what the ‘Organic 
Routes model’ was and how it worked. 
 
Organic Routes trainees felt that the project had developed their vocational skills and 
their pre-vocational (or life) skills, and enhanced both their employability and subjective 
sense of being socially included. They attributed the effectiveness of the project to its 
good facilities, its supportive social milieu, the therapeutic effects of the natural green 
environment, the well-structured working environment (that offered opportunities for 
grading, pacing and work-hardening) and to good management.   
 

Organic Routes staff, similarly, saw the key milestones in the development of their 
model of working being the creation of a supportive work milieu, maintaining a 
connection with external placements, effective partnership working between statutory 
mental health services and the third/voluntary sector, and a capacity to work creatively 
and flexibly in the face of change.  
 
Actionable learning from this evaluation includes learning about partnership working 
between statutory mental health services and the voluntary sector and how this can 
benefit both partners; learning about how the project’s embeddedness within the local 
community, the horticultural industry, and CPA care-planning pathways was beneficial 
for all; learning about the therapeutic impact of Organic Blooms’ social enterprise 
business ‘culture’ and of the natural, green environment; learning about the way social 
inclusion and recovery were integral to trainees subjective experience of ‘feeling more 
employable’; learning about the value of both ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ outcomes measures; and 
learning about the suitability of action inquiry itself as a method of project evaluation 
and project development.    
 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Intellectual Property (including but not limited to Copyright) in all materials produced for the evaluation 
project by UWE will be owned by UWE. UWE will acknowledge any contribution of NHS South 
Gloucestershire to the materials. Each party shall retain all rights to intellectual property which it owns 
prior to the commencement of the work or which it develops independently of the project. 
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Organic Routes – Project Background 

 
The Organic Routes project developed through a partnership between 
Natureworks/Organic Blooms, a third sector social enterprise or community interest 
company and South Gloucestershire Vocational Rehabilitation Service (SGVS), part of 
Avon and Wiltshire Mental Health Partnership NHS Trust. The purpose of the Organic 
Routes was to develop new routes to sustainable employment. 
 

The project aimed to provide a service from May 2010 to September 2011 (two growing 
seasons) for 24 mental health service users, focused on: 
 

 vocational and work readiness assessments 

 horticulture industry-specific training and work experience 

 support for people into employed roles 

 support for  people (and employers) to retain jobs  

 

Initial reflections by Organic Routes staff  

Before UWE’s evaluation, Organic Routes staff members had already reflected together 
on the project’s outcomes with an exit evaluation in September 2011. Here, staff had 
started to distil their own experiences and impressions. A range of ‘soft’ outcomes had 
been noted amongst trainees, including increased confidence, the re-establishment of a 
work routine, improved stamina, improved  interpersonal relationships in the 
workplace, and more realistic work-orientated goal-setting and career-planning. In 
terms of ‘hard’ outcomes, the project had worked with 16 people over 18 months with 
the following results:   
 

 6 people were supported into paid employment (2 seasonal) 
 3 people were supported into industry work placements (voluntary) 
 4 people moved on to work in Organic Routes’ external landscaping team 
 10 people gained a City and Guilds Level 1 qualification 
 1 person moved on into higher education 

 
Some insights into the efficacy of Organic Routes had also been developed through staff 
members’ reflection on how these outcomes had been produced. This included 
discussion about the impact of combining business priorities with a health and social 
care responsibility, prompting the following acknowledgements: 
 

 ‘fast tracking’ the work rehab process did not suit all trainees, especially when 
learning a new skill-set in the current, highly competitive job market  

 

 for Organic Routes as an employer, this competitive market meant there was a 
strong pressure to maintain trainees’ speed of work and consistency of output, 
with implications for the level of support provided 
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 the seasonal fluctuations within the horticulture market meant it was important 
to focus on developing trainees’ transferable skills 

 
By the time the project ended a number of goals had been met, as shown in Table 1. 
 

Goal 

 

 

Achievement 
 

To carry out vocational assessments/action       
plans for 20 people 

 

13 were completed 

To provide supported work placements for            
10 people fostering sustainable change 

 

13 were provided at Organic Blooms* 1. 
+ 4 ‘new posts’ within Organic Routes* 2. 

  = 17 
*

1. 
 three also worked with outside employers and five 

        worked as part of OR’s in-house landscaping team 

* 
2. 

 paid jobs for 1 year 

To foster sustainable (enduring and transferable) 
change for trainees leading to ‘employable’       

skills or ‘work-readiness’ as measured                              
by soft and hard outcomes 

‘Soft outcomes’ (eg. improved confidence, 
stamina, interpersonal skills, etc.) 

‘Hard outcomes’ (eg. certificated horticultural skills 
& qualifications) 

 

  Out of 17 employed: 

 6 moved to paid jobs 
 3 moved into industrial placements 
 1 went into Further Education  

 
 
 

10 gained horticultural certificates 

4 new posts within Organic Blooms open to 
applications by mental health service users. The 
aim was that these would become self-funding 
after the project ended 

 
4 were created, 2 were self-funding 

 
Table 1: Organic Routes Goals and Achievements 2010-2011* 

 
*NB: The figures in the right-hand column of Table 1 represent the outcomes at the time of the project’s 
evaluation (January 2012), but further placements and jobs have been secured since then and the 
effects of Organic Routes are still playing out at the time of publication of this report. 

 
On the basis of the outcomes and reflections noted above and staff members’ belief 
that there were valuable lessons to be learned from the Organic Routes experience, 
external evaluation was sought. This, it was hoped, would ‘unpack’ and explore this 
reflective learning more deeply and disseminate any good practice identified.  
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Project Evaluation 

 
SGVS’s manager approached Jon Fieldhouse (Senior Lecturer at the University of the 
West of England) because he was aware that Jon had conducted inquiries into 
therapeutic horticulture previously and had an interest in participatory, action inquiry 
approaches. Jon acted as project leader, drawing on the skills and expertise of Vanessa 
Parmenter and Alice Hortop (also senior UWE lecturers) as co-facilitators.  
 
Action inquiry approaches are well-suited to the evaluation goals, which were: 
 

 to derive new actionable learning within the group of Organic Routes stakeholders 

 to explore the experiences of service users who had been Organic Routes trainees 

 

Using Action Inquiry  
 

An overview of the methodology of this review is given so the evaluation method is as 
clear and transparent as possible and the findings can be accepted as genuine.  
 
Action inquiry is participative. It means working with people, not on them, to elicit and 
make sense of the ‘knowing’ that comes through experience; in this case, the 
experience of working in Organic Routes. This ‘knowing’ is often tacit and unarticulated. 
It may remain hidden and untapped. Action inquiry aims to access this rich resource of 
‘knowing’ for the immediate benefit of those most involved in the action – the Organic 
Routes project workers and trainees themselves. It explores the issues that arise in real 
working contexts and involves working creatively to ‘get alongside’ the people who are 
most information-rich and most committed to understanding their own experiences and 
generating new learning from them – both for themselves and (by wider dissemination) 
for other people involved is similar work elsewhere. 
 
It was acknowledged that Organic Routes staff had already achieved a certain amount of 
learning in their exit evaluation (see above). The intention was to use the momentum of 
this reflection – and the further questions it prompted – to evaluate the project more 
systematically; developing and adding value to the insights already achieved.  
 
To this end a series of three workshops were facilitated – one with trainees (service 
users) and two with staff – to ensure the experiences and viewpoints of Organic Routes 
trainees, Organic Blooms staff, SGVS staff, managers of both services, and a PCT 
commissioning manager were brought into contact with each other in such a way that 
they were able to inform and understand one another and offer a ‘whole picture’ of the 
Organic Routes project. 
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Workshop Facilitation 

Each workshop was facilitated as a focus group and drew on the principles of 
appreciative inquiry and co-operative inquiry.  
 
Focus Groups 
A focus group is an effective evaluation method in this context because it gathers 
personal experiences, brings different viewpoints together, explores diversity, and is 
well-suited to complex issues on which there are different perspectives and around 
which there may be different levels of feelings (Barbour 2007). 
 
A focus group combines two well-known qualitative methods: open-ended interview 
and participant observation. This makes it suitable for exploring subjective experiences 
and for acknowledging group dynamics.  It works with these dynamics to bring 
significant data out. It has great validity because it offers opportunities for collective 
validation as part of the process. On this basis, rather than use a separate method of 
thematic analysis to generate the themes presented in Tables 2, 3 and 4, they are simply 
recorded as they emerged, and were validated, in real time by the workshop participants 
themselves.  
 
In this appreciative evaluation each group was facilitated through insider/outsider 
teamwork, whereby UWE facilitators (‘outsiders’) acted as the catalysts for systematic 
self-exploration by Organic Routes’ staff, trainees, and managers (‘insiders’).   
‘insider/outsider’ teamwork. This is a way of combining and synthesising the 
perspectives of the ‘insider’ and the ‘outsider’. It recognises that the ‘insider’ recounts 
their inner world through telling of the story about their experiences, whilst the 
‘outsider’ acts as a co-creator of new knowledge – gaining new perspectives on those 
experiences (Roth and Bradbury 2008). External facilitation helped to maintain 
participants’ critical subjectivity and guard against self-delusion and/or collusion 
between participants (Fieldhouse and Onyett 2012). 

The importance of accessing individuals’ subjective experiences of Organic Routes 
should not be underestimated. Monitoring systems for employment programmes have 
traditionally focused on ‘hard’, quantitative outcomes such as the numbers going into 
jobs or the numbers gaining qualifications but there is now wide recognition that 
looking at such measures in isolation is inadequate in demonstrating the success of a 
project as a whole – particularly for target groups that are socially excluded and facing 
multiple barriers to employment such as people with mental health problems (Dewson 
et al 2000).  
 
The Department for Education and Employment has defined ‘soft’ outcomes as being 
those which, unlike hard outcomes cannot be measured directly or tangibly. They are 
subjective (not concrete) and usually exist as a matter of degree rather than an 
absolute. They are also invariably personal and dependent on an individual’s needs. 
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While the acquisition of certain soft outcomes may seem insignificant for certain 
individuals, the leap forward in achieving these outcomes can be immense for others 
(Dewson et al 2000).  
 
Co-operative Inquiry 
Co-operative inquiry works by drawing together the widest, most inclusive range of 
stakeholders in a project and facilitating them in operating as one single ‘learning 
community’: 
 

 “The fundamental idea of action learning is to bring people together to learn from 
each other’s experiences.” (Kemmis & McTaggart 2008:274) 

It is about critically reflecting on how individuals’ current knowledge informs their future 
action and valuing experience and ‘know how’ just as highly as intellectual knowledge 
about something. It aims to bring different ways of knowing together and recognises 
that knowing is richer and more valid if it is grounded in personal and collective 
experience, expressed through images and stories, understood through ideas which 
make sense to us, and is expressed in worthwhile action (Heron and Reason 2008). 

 

Appreciative Inquiry 
An appreciative inquiry ethos was integral to this facilitation process because it 
recognises that dialogue about strengths or successes is transformational for project 
teams that engage in it:   
 

“Human systems grow in the direction of what they persistently ask questions 
about.” (Cooperrider and Whitney 2005:9) 

 
Appreciative inquiry tries to get as much of the system as possible talking and working 
together. The ‘right people’ are a group that can critically reflect on practice together, 
consider new solutions, and initiate change (Whitney and Trosten-Bloom 2003, 
Cooperrider and Whitney 2005). 

Organic Routes was to be evaluated against the goals presented in Table 1. In pursuit of 
actionable, transferable learning UWE’s evaluation therefore had 5 objectives: 
 

1. To gain access to an authentic trainee voice 
2. To integrate trainee/staff/management viewpoints 
3. To ‘add value’ to what has been achieved and learned 
4. To create a cross-cutting, inter-agency ‘learning culture’ 
5. To generate actionable learning for the future 

The evaluation design was approved by UWE’s research ethics committee, whose 
approval had been sought by the lead inquirer (JF) in order to assure participants’ 
informed consent and right to privacy was appropriately managed. All participants 
(trainees and staff) gave their written informed consent to become participants in the 
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inquiry process and all staff members additionally gave their written, informed consent 
for audio-taping of their workshops.  
 

All participants have been anonymised in this report, though it is acknowledged that 
some staff participants will be identifiable because of their recognised (eg. managerial) 
role in the project. What follows is a brief summary of each workshop.    
 

 

Trainee Workshop (13/12/11) 

 

This workshop ran from 9.30am to 2.30pm and involved six trainees (all male). It  was 
facilitated by Alice Hortop and Jon Fieldhouse. The schedule for this workshop is shown  
in Appendix 2. 
 
The workshop began with a request from the facilitators that trainees give them a 
guided tour of the Organic Routes site. This was followed by a slideshow of photos (see 
Appendix 1) from Organic Routes, which had been prepared by JF in collaboration with 
Organic Routes staff. These activities (the tour and the slideshow) had three aims:  
 

i. to ‘break the ice’ as Organic Routes’ manager had said there was a certain 
amount of trepidation on the trainees’ part about what was expected of them 
 

ii. to re-acquaint trainees with the previous growing season’s activities on site 
(which seemed a distant memory on a cold December day) 

 

iii. to cast each trainee in the role of ‘expert’ on his own subjective experience 
because this was the resource that was of most interest to the evaluation 

 
The facilitators then took the participants through three stages of individual reflection 
and group discussion. The aim was to bring positive experiences to mind and generate 
collective exploration of these. Photographs were used as an additional elicitation 
technique.  
 
The three stages gradually refined trainees’ thoughts about their personal experiences 
and sharpened their focus to provide a ‘trainees-eye’ view of Organic Routes as a work 
training placement and what they felt they had gained from it. 

Stage 1 

For this warm-up participants’ were asked to: Pick 3 good things that stand out from 
your time at Organic Routes. Their responses fell into 4 categories: 
 

 Being Outdoors 

 Meeting New People/Enjoying Camaraderie/Sharing Experiences 
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 Feeling/Believing that ‘I Can Have an Impact’ 

 Feeling/Believing that ‘I Have Skills’  

Stage 2 

Participants’ reflections in Stage 1 informed their responses to the next question: What 
are the key features of Organic Routes as an effective work placement? Thematic 
analysis of participants’ responses is first summarised in Table 2 below, then presented 
in detail, illustrated with verbatim quotations.  
 

 
Main Theme 

 
Sub-themes 

 

 
1. The facilities were good 

 

 

1.1 Comfortable social space 
 

1.2 Good tools and resources  

 
 

2. The social milieu was supportive 

 

2.1 Friendship and peer support 
 

2.2 Role modelling and empathy 
 

2.3 Team-working 

 
3. The natural environment felt calming 

 

 

 
 
 

 
4. Engaging with work tasks felt natural   

 
 

 

4.1 Variety 
 

4.2 Structure  
 

4.3 Grading 
 

4.4 Naturally-acquired 
 

4.5 Transferable Skills 

 
 

5. There was good management 
 

 

5.1 Good interpersonal relations 
 

5.2 Good leadership 

 
Table 2: Themes from the Trainee Workshop 

 
The quotations which follow are brief because there was no audio-recording in the 
trainees’ workshop. Notes were made by the facilitators as things were said. It was 
decided not to propose audio-recording on the basis that it might be experienced as 
intrusive and further raise trainees’ anxiety, perhaps even deterring some trainees from 
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consenting to participate at all perhaps. The risk of this happening was deemed too 
great.  
 
The themes from the Trainee Workshop are as follows: 

 
1. The facilities were good 

 

1.1 Social space. There was a comfortable place to sit and relax, have tea/coffee etc. 
 

1.2 Good tools and resources. There were good tools and resources such as the poly-
tunnel, which was particularly valued. 

 
2. The social milieu was supportive 

 

2.1 Friendship and support. There was friendship, company, and peer support. Trainees 
felt encouraged to avoid self-isolation – which had been a habit for some. Several 
trainees said the activities made socialising easier. One said it was “easy to talk to 
people when occupied”; another that it was natural to “meet people through the 
process of work.”  
 

2.2 Role modelling and empathic relationships. Some Organic Routes staff members 
were former mental health service users. This meant there was implicit knowledge 
within the staff team of what it was like to live with a mental health problems and a 
bond was felt to exist, between the staff group and the trainees, of a common, 
shared history. Staff members who were former mental health service users also 
offered role-models for trainees. The empathy and sharing of experiences as people 
worked together helped individuals feel they were “not the only one” trying to 
manage their own mental health problems plus the demands of work. One trainee 
said “meeting people with troubles was a big help”; another said there was a sense 
that people around them understood” their situation and challenges. Another 
trainee said “seeing people in different stages, seeing other people gives you a 
feeling of ‘this works’, you see results”. One trainee said that outside Organic Routes 
it was “stressful hiding your feelings” but he did not have to do this at Organic 
Routes; another added that he felt “other people found it difficult to be around him” 
when he was not at Organic Routes.  
  

2.3 Team working. Working at Organic Routes involved team working, which was very   
positively viewed. The social milieu at Organic Routes was important to all trainees 
because it was accessible, supportive, and reciprocal in that individuals felt they 
contributed something to it as well as drawing support from it. One trainee reported 
how being able to “help others struggling, tells me I’m working and feeling a lot 
better. It dawned on me a change had happened”; and another trainee added that 
“it’s humbling helping others.”  
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3. The natural green environment felt calming 
 

Trainees felt the rural setting, views of surrounding hills, space, peace, light, and the 
changing seasons were all conducive to a positive, calming working and social 
environment. One trainee compared his Organic Routes experience favourably with 
his experience of an inner-city allotment group at Windmill Hill City Farm, Bristol 
which, though based on horticultural activity, did not have the same calming 
ambience. Another trainee described how he would usually “worry and shake, but 
being here (on site) makes me relax”. 
 
One trainee felt strongly that working outdoors and being in natural light had a 
positive impact on his mood and overall sense of wellbeing. He described his 
previous factory job (before the onset of mental health problems) where shift work 
required him to go to work in the dark and come home in the dark. The continuous 
exposure to artificial light was “difficult and depressing” in this previous 
employment. Organic Routes’ outdoor environment was compared very favourably 
with this earlier work experience. 
 
This appreciation of the outdoors resonated with other trainees. There was a 
consensus on the benefits of being outdoors in the open air, and some trainees 
additionally described the positive impact of feeling attuned to the cycle of the 
seasons. This included references to not being “cooped up indoors”, and the 
importance of “getting fresh air, as I struggle with a lack of sunlight in the winter.” 

 
4. Engagement with work tasks felt natural 

   
4.1 Variety. The variety and range of tasks increased personal choice and encouraged 

self-management. For example, the option to do ‘potting up’ – with its simple, 
rhythmic, repetitive actions – was useful when an individual felt the need to ‘take it 
steady’ for a period during the working day. This choice of a range of jobs was 
described as “flexibility and freedom” and was felt to increase responsibility. One 
trainee said that you were more “able to manage yourself” as a result. 
 

4.2 Structure. The regular, day-to-day structure – starting work at 10.00am, having a 
tea-break at 11.00am, lunch 1-2pm, and finishing at 3pm (or 3.45pm in the summer) 
– was an important anchor for trainees. Its predictability was an asset. It allowed 
people to pace themselves and provided an opportunity for individual’s to re-
structure their lives after the “structurelessness of unemployment”. One trainee said 
he felt “satisfied to do a hard day’s work and sleep at night”. 

 

4.3 Grading. Graded challenge (including having the choice of participating in external, 
off-site contract work) was important to trainees’ engagement at Organic Routes. It 
meant trainees could pace themselves and feel “you’ve still achieved”. Graded 
opportunities created a sense that “it’s not all or nothing” (which would create 
stress) and cultivated “realistic expectations of work from people”. This allowed 
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trainees “time to build up stamina and ‘mental attitude’, building confidence and 
assertiveness”. It was a vital factor in trainees coming to know themselves better. 
This boosted trainees personal sense of agency. One trainee said “I felt ready for it”; 
another was feeling “stronger now” and feeling an “inner strength, feeling you can 
re-grow and start again”. This sense of agency generated feelings of “satisfaction” 
and made one individual feel more “hopeful”. One trainee said working at Organic 
Routes meant you could achieve an “immediate impact through your work and (this)  
encouraged more growth.” Trainees confidence in their abilities was particularly 
evident when discussing contract work. One trainee said this was “confidence 
boosting, proper jobs, real jobs in private gardens, I felt ready to go for it.” Another 
trainee said the “contract work builds to work or courses, makes you hopeful.” 
Trainees also reported the effect of “being trusted to work in other people’s 
gardens” as affirming. One trainee stated they “felt part of society here.” Contract 
work also offered strong, external confirmation of “a job well done”. One great asset 
of Organic Routes was that each step was part of one whole experience and trainees 
got to see the whole picture. This graded scale of gradually increasing expectations – 
along with the ‘structured day’ – is likely to have been instrumental in the strong 
sense of improved self-management and growing self-awareness which the trainees 
described.  
  

4.4 Naturally acquired. A range of specific gardening skills were mentioned by trainees 
(such as weeding, dead-heading, planting and watering) the acquisition of which felt 
quite natural. Skill acquisition felt like a natural consequence of being on the Organic 
Routes site. One trainee said “I didn’t even know I liked gardening so much.”  

 

4.5 Transferable skills. The skills which trainees felt they acquired were not just 
horticultural skills. Two trainees agreed they were developing “tools for life, not just 
work”. This resonated with other trainees. One said he was “learning to channel 
good thoughts” and that working at Organic Routes “builds strength, body and mind 
for work”.  

 
5. There was good management 
5.1 Good interpersonal relations. Trainees felt understood. They felt that Organic Routes 

managers had in-depth knowledge of them as people which meant they were 
confident that managers could gauge their abilities. This encouraged people to 
commit fully to the system of regular reviews and to take responsibility for 
themselves. Managers were seen as understanding, positive, trusting, and “friendly, 
not too strict”. 
  

5.2 Good leadership. Managers were perceived as “good bosses” providing “good 
leadership” which was and based on good communication. 
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Step 3  

Building on the discussion in Step 2 participants were asked: What are ‘employable 
skills?  Their responses are presented below and summarised in Fig. 1. 
 
3.1 Technical knowledge 

This was knowledge and skills related to horticulture specifically. These were felt to 
be easily transferable (one trainee spoke about the benefits for his allotment work 
at Rethink) and were seen to have a high ‘job market value’. 

 
3.2 Knowledge of others 

This was the ability to work as part of a team 
 
3.3 Knowledge of self  

This was a sense of personal consistency, determination, self-management, goal-
setting, and enhanced self-esteem. 

 
 
 

 
 

Fig 1. Trainees’ Perception of Employable Skills 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

knowledge 

of self 

of  
other 

people 

of 
horti-

culture 
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Staff Workshop No.1 (19/12/11) 

 
This workshop ran from 10.00am to 12.30pm and involved 10 staff members (listed, 
using pseudonyms, in Box 1). It was facilitated by Vanessa Parmenter and Jon 
Fieldhouse. The schedule for this workshop – which (after a warm-up) engaged 
participants in freefall writing and set up a story circle – is shown in Appendix 3. 
 
The first task was to engage the participants. The co-operative inquiry/appreciative 
inquiry process was briefly described as a means of reflecting on personal and collective 
experience, with several aims: 
 

 to make the experience more explicit (by talking and writing about it) so tacit 
knowledge could become more consciously owned, understood and utilised 

 

 to validate what was felt to be ‘true’ (both personally and collectively) 
 

 to consider how to use new learning 
 

1. Sam – Organic Routes employee (horticulturalist, later in a trainee support role) 

2. Bill – SGVS Manager 

3. Sue – Organic Blooms/Natureworks Manager 

4. Amy – SGVS Vocational Worker 

5. Pam – Organic Blooms employee (commercial floristry) 

6. Steve – SGVS Vocational Worker 

7. Andrea – Occupational Therapist working within SGVS 

8. Catherine – Organic Routes employee (horticulturalist and floristry assistant) 

9. Duncan – SGVS Vocational Worker  

10. David – Organic Routes employee (service development in edible products) 

 

Box 1: Participants in Staff Workshop No.1  
 

The focus of this workshop was to develop a deeper understanding of the qualities of 
Organic Routes that had contributed to its evident success. Following a summary of 
Organic Routes’ achievements as a reminder to participants (shown in Table 1) each 
participant was asked to: “Pick 3 good things that stand out from your time at Organic 
Routes” as a warm-up. 
 
These were written on post-it notes, discussed briefly, then the post-its were stuck on 
the wall to prompt personal thoughts and recollections. With these recollections in 
mind participants were facilitated in some freefall writing. Each person wrote for 10 
minutes prompted by the question: “At what point did you first get the feeling that this 
project was moving forwards/ towards the goals?” 
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Freefall writing is ‘talking on paper’ where the act of writing becomes a projective 
technique to access unconscious material and help the writer come to know and 
understand their experiences better. The guidance given to participants is shown in Box 
2 below. Freefall writing aims to prompt critical self-reflection on experience and turn 
tacit knowledge into communicable actionable form (Fieldhouse and Onyett 2012). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Box 2: Facilitators Instructions for Freefall Writing 

 
The individual writing lead into a story circle. Stories are a key part of the appreciative 
inquiry ethos, which recognises that any action we take is influenced by the images and 
stories we hold of the future; 
 

“In short, we create images of where we believe we’re going – and then we 
organize to those images.” (Whitney and Trosten-Bloom 2003:64) 

 
Story circles use story-telling to bring people and their first-hand experiences together 
to co-create new knowledge. Participants expanded on the recollections that had 
emerged during the freefall writing, though there was no requirement to read out what 
they had written. Each person spoke – in a facilitated two minute period of 
uninterrupted talk – about the key point or points where they ‘got the feeling that 
Organic Routes was moving towards its goals’ (as per the question above). This was a 
way of recovering personal and organisational histories, enhancing communication and 
mutual, collective understanding of the different perspectives comprising the project as 
one whole (Fieldhouse and Onyett 2012).  
 
At this point participants were also invited to write any new observations on post-its 
and add them to those on the wall. The story circle was audio recorded with permission 
from participants and anonymity assured.  
 

We’d like you to write about the point where you first got the feeling that Organic 
Routes was moving forwards/ towards its goals?” Freefall writing will often surprise 
us, so there are some basic rules: 
 

 No one but you will read what you write 
 Keep the hand moving and don’t take your pen off the page 
 Start with the thing you’re trying to capture and just keep going 
 Don’t worry about punctuation, spelling, crossings out, or where you are on the page 
 Don’t have the ‘think then write’ attitude – just write  
 Empty your head onto the page, and hopefully your heart as well 
 When different thoughts come up – go for the ones are ‘scary’ or ‘edgy’, or have 

‘feeling’ – because they’re the ones that will take you somewhere interesting in your 
writing. 
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Four main themes emerging from this story circle and subsequent discussion are 
summarised in Table 3 below and then presented in detail using illustrative quotes. 
These themes, drawn from participants’ descriptions of ‘key points’ in the Organic 
Routes journey, represent the staff group’s perspective on what they witnessed, which 
they thought made the project ‘work’. Staff participants had not, at this stage, been 
shown any findings from the Trainee Workshop so the similarities in the issues covered 
in both workshops is striking. This is picked up later in the report on Page 24. 
 

 

Main themes 
 

 

Sub-themes 

 
1. Creating a Supportive  

Working Environment 

1.1 A positive, hope-inspiring environment 

1.2 Staff members as role models 

1.3 Empathic interpersonal relationships 

       1.4   A structured working environment  

 
2. Maintaining a Connection   

with External Placements 
 

 

 
3. Effective Partnership Working 

 

 

 
4. Working with Change 

 

 

 
Table 3: Showing the Themes from Staff Workshop No.1 

 
The themes from Staff Workshop No.1 are as follows: 
 
1: Creating a Supportive Working Environment 
Organic Routes effectively combined realistic work place expectations with an empathic 
and supportive work place culture. Several ingredients were identified as being 
important in this mixture. They are not presented in any hierarchical order of 
importance. Instead, the key to understanding Organic Routes’ efficacy lies in an 
appreciation of the synergy between all these factors, which operated together.   

1.1 A positive hope-inspiring environment 

As an example of this synergy, staff attributed the positive, hopeful environment of 
Organic Routes to two things: the commitment and motivation of the workforce and the 
impact of cultivating plants in a natural environment: 
 

Amy: First meeting up with the organic routes team on the other site in a 
draughty poly tunnel and that welcome as we came through the rickety door and 
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being given a cup of tea and looking around the staff team and immediately 
feeling that this was a good place to be. It just felt right as you walked on to the 
site ..we sat down and had a discussion about what we thought this project 
would be about and [the] enthusiasm as well! I though this is going to be 
something really good to be part of and seeing that for the prospects of the 
service users..ideas about where it could go and what it could lead to whereas 
with other things we have done..this was something different and I felt excited 
about the prospect of being part of it... 
 
 
Sam: I often feel that the folk from vocational services often come here for 
themselves as well, as they go away with beaming smiles. 

 
Secondly, the nature of the work setting and work tasks were recognised as having a 
therapeutic benefit. Repeated reference was made to the powerful therapeutic effect of 
seeing things grow, the benefits of being outside and close to nature, the natural cycle 
of the seasons all adding to a sense of transformation and hope: 
 

Amy: And the whole environment with horticulture – It is a secure place but also 
an encouraging place, because people feel secure they are more able to push 
themselves ... and it’s nurturing both the plants and the people who work here... 
It’s a ‘growing together’.. 
 
 
Bill: When you come here and all the flowers are out it does give you a boost to 
your day. Often we are seeing people in their own homes and it is quite difficult, 
it can be difficult it can be quite distressing, quite a depressing experience... But 
when you come here you‘ve got the outdoors...and I think that is why I have been 
so committed to getting people here and getting people involved here. Getting 
people out of their houses.. you know into something more hopeful. 
 
 
Andrea: I remember coming here one wet day in spring and seeing this quite frail 
woman digging this heavy wet, clay soil and then coming back what seemed like 
the next day and the soil was all loamy an freshly dug..It’s all about 
transformation, this place. 

 

Amy’s point, above, about trainees’ sense of security encouraging them to ‘push 
themselves’ relates closely to the trainees’ feeling of being known and understood and 
how this translated into full commitment to the system of regular reviews and to taking 
responsibility for themselves (see Trainee Workshop, Theme 5).   
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1.2 Staff Members as Role Models 

Acknowledged as an important asset within the staff group were the staff members who 
were former mental health service users. They were seen to instil hope and build 
confidence in trainees by providing ‘real life’ examples that recovery was possible: 
 

Sam:  I started as a volunteer. I had my own mental health issues. I struggled to 
become a volunteer, then I did my NVQ and then [name] gave me some work 
experience and I got experience somewhere else. In a way I went through an 
Organic Routes, well it was an Organic Blooms experience before I started the 
role... In fact it was exactly what we were trying to achieve... In fact I had been 
there, done it! And because I was in that support role I was able to transmit my 
own experience. 
 

Bill:  Yes... I know that experience has been really valued by the other trainees. 
 
 
Sue: Suddenly doubling our staff team and we had more people in our staff team 
who had experience of mental health problems than not...and that’s quite scary 
as well... I am just being honest, that is quite scary for a business but it is also 
something we really wanted...we wanted our organisation to be a model for the 
whole thing that we were trying to do. 

 

1.3 Empathic interpersonal relationships 

Relationships were seen as empathic because mental health issues were implicitly  
understood: 
 

Amy: Right from the start we talk openly about the fact of the mental health 
difficulties and addressing those. It’s not hidden and there is a wealth of 
experience. They know we understand and then you don’t necessarily need to 
talk about it, but we are not distant from it. 
 

Staff/trainee relationships were robust enough to accommodate honest feedback and 
could withstand challenges: 
 

Sam: He told me to piss off actually, which I thought was great actually. I thought 
it was a really good reaction for him to tell me he was pissed off.... What 
impressed me was that he had the guts to tell me in a jokey way that he was 
pissed off. 
 
 
Sam: We had a nice little job set up for him and he said: “No, I don’t want to do 
that, I want to be outside.” And he continued to take the initiative, and then he 
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found his own jobs to do and decided to trim the hedge at the back... When you 
think back two months ago you would never have thought he could do that. 

 
Despite the mental health difficulties experienced by trainees there was a focus on 
personal strengths:  

 
Sue: This is someone who has continued to come here developing confidence, 
social skills, team working – all those things. I don’t think he is unique. Maybe 
some people have not travelled quite so far so quickly but I can’t think of anyone 
who has come through Organic Routes who hasn’t gained in some way. Everyone 
who came through that experience, okay they might not have gained jobs 
through it, but when you have gained so many other skills ... 
 

1.4 A structured working environment that placed expectations on workers 

Organic Routes provided a well-structured working environment. This was evident in the 
review system and the standards of performance which were expected. Expectations 
regarding work standards such as trainees’ time-keeping and quality of work were 
maintained: 
 

Sam: Time keeping is important in the workplace and this is a workplace. This 
was someone always arriving slightly after, slipping in. … In my subtle way I just 
made it clear really. 

 

2: Maintaining a Connection with External Placements 

Whilst the environment and relationships fostered within Organic Routes was clearly 
instrumental to the project’s success, the importance of connecting Organic Routes to 
the wider community was recognised.  
 
The importance of external work placements such as voluntary work within commercial 
garden centres was emphasised. They provided opportunities for assessing (including 
self-assessing) skills and employability outside of the supportive culture. It enabled 
progression: 
  

Sue: This was what we wanted it to be about… It was about getting people back 
into work, about open employment and not keeping people here for too long. I 
did feel there was progress once we started getting people into industry 
placements. 
 
 
Pam: What was significant for me was placing the first person outside this 
environment and I thought this is what it is all about. Placing someone outside of 
this safe environment into a real work environment and I found that really 
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rewarding. We approached a local employer to see if they would take someone 
for work experience and they said ‘yes’ and then there was a system of 
introducing them and getting them to actually go to work. And not                   
over-supporting them, just being there if they really needed us, just occasionally 
going to see how they were getting on. And it worked really well. It was really 
nice to see someone working outside of Organic Routes as we are a safe 
environment for people... 

 
The benefits of external placements were influenced by the economic down turn (see 
pages 23-24). The limited opportunities for paid employment meant that protracted 
voluntary employment could be experienced as exploitative: 
 

 Sue: We can’t judge that... for some it is a beneficial experience, for others it can 
feel like a kick in the teeth when they work really hard and then don’t get a paid 
job out of it.  
 
 
Bill: It raises another question about these voluntary work placements: do they 
provide a step in the ladder? 
  

3: Effective Partnership Working 

Organic Routes was recognised by the workers as a successful partnership between 
voluntary and statutory sector services. Both parties spoke passionately about their 
appreciation of the perspective and skills contributed by the other partner. 
 
SGVS employees valued the flexible and creative approach of Organic Routes, 
recognising that its smallness enabled those directly involved to make decisions and 
enact them. They valued this responsive approach to problem solving that allowed 
decisions to be made and changes to be implemented quickly and without complicated 
bureaucracy:  
 

Bill: We were in this room for about two hours dealing with various issues and 
difficulties that were coming up... It felt like we were engaging in quite complex 
difficult situations and making some difficult decisions about things in this very 
cold space that actually should have been really miserable. But actually I 
remember leaving the meeting in the thick snow and feeling that ... this is why I 
trained to become an OT; this is why I do the job that I do. And I think that is 
what has always appealed to me about here…  that it is an enormous break from 
the very ‘stuck’ feeling that you get from working within the NHS in a large 
mental health organisation, where you can’t make quick decisions because you 
are constantly up against limits, you know bureaucracy.  So I think there is quite a 
sense of freedom in coming here and stepping outside the norm. 
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SGVS staff felt invigorated by their work with Organic Routes. It was experienced as a 
direct connection with service users’ rehabilitation or recovery process: 
  

Bill: I like being in this rough and ready environment (not that I’m coming from a 
luxurious office space or anything) ...You know it just feels that ‘this is it’. This is 
real stuff and this is people’s real lives and this is what we are talking about 
here... It is really important stuff. 

 
The benefits were mutual. Organic Routes staff felt an increased sense of security and 
confidence working with the support of statutory mental health workers. They felt SGVS 
employees and the perspectives they brought with them enabled them to feel 
grounded, stable and professional:  
 

Sue: We think on our feet, we are flexible we are in control of our destiny in a 
way. We can make quick decisions. But actually sometimes we need the stability 
of somebody behind us and Bill was that... a very grounded professional that I 
can check with… I can go off on a tangent. We are very creative but sometimes 
you need a secure base. So, actually the partnership has worked...We haven’t 
always agreed! But that is a good working relationship. 
 

Organic Routes staff also valued the professional perspective of SGVS staff when 
supporting trainees through episodes of acute mental distress or when starting to 
employ former service users as staff: 
 

Jo: It was quite a lot of weight on my shoulders but Bill was a very good guide 
and counterbalance to the process... Not feeling alone with it... It was a key part 
of what we wanted to do and I didn’t want to make all of those decisions 
myself... It is quite a big step, and a long term step. We were giving people 
contracts of employment and it was going to change the way we worked and we 
were going to require a lot back as well. 
 

The partnership also allowed services users’ transitions to happen more smoothly:   
 

Andrea: I have worked with quite a few people ... It has taken them months to 
get over the fear of coming to a work placement. It’s what this stands for. To 
them it is like something much bigger. It is the beginning of something. 
 

 4: Working With Change 

Whilst the appreciative nature of the evaluation identified the strengths and qualities 
outlined above, participants were keen to discuss certain challenges and difficulties 
which had been met and overcome. Overall, a capacity to ‘work with change’ 
(demonstrated in different ways) was felt by all to have highlighted certain shared 
qualities which then served as a vital resource fuelling the project’s own continuation.  
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Focusing on the principles and attributes outlined above enabled staff and managers 
manage change and maintain a stable core of Organic Routes activity during periods of 
personal, political, and organisational change. Achieving continuity became, itself, an 
expression of the Organic Routes ‘we will overcome’ ethos. It became part of the 
organisation’s collectively owned ‘story’ and identity, enacted over and again in 
different ways by different staff members.   

Maternity/paternity leave 

The two managers both had periods of leave, when they became parents, during the life 
of the project.  
 

Bill: Without sounding too cheesy...I had just had a baby, Sue was about to go off 
on maternity leave… We had put his project together...We had this other baby! 
Something about that felt quite powerful and stable. 

Change of site 

A change of location part way through the project appeared to provide opportunity for a 
fresh start and act as a marker within the life of the project; events being referred to as 
pre- move or post-move in participants’ stories. The site move was a rallying point for 
concerted action and teamwork and also a symbolic act of renewal into which was 
woven participants’ perceptions of the impact of the physical environment:  
 

Andrea: It was on the old site when I first went there with a service user on a 
freezing cold day and it was snowing, and the toilets were frozen and it was ‘In 
the face of adversity we will overcome!’ And you said why don’t you come over 
and see the new site. So we all drove over and it was just a huge snowy field with 
a shed. But it really excited me, I had this sense that this was a massive tall 
order... that day has merged into several in my mind ... I was aware of watching 
people who I had seen be completely overwhelmed by life, completely scared and 
anxious and broken – you know ‘can’t do everyday life’. But coming here and 
digging up plants and putting them in to boxes thick with frost and making these 
‘journeys’ and setting up new, here, I just had a moment when I got really excited 
and I thought ‘this is what it is about’. It is transformation and change... If you 
can get to here, the rest will come... Physically it’s a tough environment but 
people were digging deep and getting there. 
 
 
Catherine: It was a bit like a rollercoaster, moving forward and stopping again 
especially building up to the move. But I feel proud. I am very proud of what we 
achieved... You only have to look out there to see what we have done. 
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Change of government 

The election of the coalition government part way through the Organic Routes project 
(in May 2010) had several implications for the service. The outgoing Labour 
government’s Public Service Agreement (PSA) 16 agenda aimed to ensure that the most 
socially excluded adults (including adults in contact with secondary mental health 
services) were supported to get back on a path to a more successful life, by having 
settled accommodation and employment, education or training (DCLG 2010). Although 
the PSA 16 structure was dismantled by the incoming coalition government there was a 
continuing desire to reduce the number of people on benefits and the local PSA 16 Lead 
was retained by the Strategic Health Authority for a further year (until April 2012) to 
support employment schemes, with a further small allocation of money. Furthermore, 
the SHA was initially keen to build evaluation into these projects in order to learn 
lessons about what might be worth replicating elsewhere. However, the change in 
government and the recession changed this focus. 
 

At this time there was also a slowing down of the rate at which trainees were moved on 
through the project. There were initially fewer referrals than anticipated and some 
trainees did not start until the end of the first growing season, making it difficult for 
them to get sufficient experience in all areas.  This did create some tension for Organic 
Blooms who had initially conceived that the Organic Routes client would fast track 
through the service. With adjusted time scales there was anxiety about the capacity to 
take on new referrals. Whilst this did mean that fewer people moved through Organic 
Routes than was anticipated, it was recognised that the initial targets were unrealistic 
for many in that the time taken for individuals to build their skills and confidence is 
unpredictable: 
 

Sue: We were thinking about a whole fast track approach over the existing 
Organic Blooms project; people coming in and out quickly. Now actually that 
didn’t happen as easily as we thought it would with just the nature of the people 
who were available at the time and eligible to come on to the project. And you 
have to work with individuals.  
 
 
Andrea: For me the soft targets are harder to meet because you can’t guarantee 
that they will happen in a normal work environment but here you can build 
confidence and have a good experience. 
 

What was of agreed importance was that the project remained a place of work (as 
described above) rather than day care. 

Economic recession 

Economic recession negatively impacted on the opportunities for meaningful 
employment in the wider community. This impacted on service users’ opportunities to 
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find paid employment and impacted on the hard outcomes of the project as described 
above: 
 

Sue: But with the current economic climate garden centres aren’t recruiting and 
there just aren’t the jobs available. And that continues to be a tension...we are 
talking about positives but there are so many other influences on this whole 
project that we can’t ignore them and that whatever we do there will still be 
outside influences that will affect the jobs market in general. 
 

Reflecting on Staff Workshop No.1 

The partnership between SGVS and Organic Blooms had enabled an effective model of 
vocational training to be developed under the name of Organic Routes. By examining 
the learning that occurred within the lifespan of the Organic Routes project key 
perspectives were captured about how that model had emerged  
 
Significantly, staff members’ discussions about what (in their view) made the project 
effective (see Table 3) focused on very similar features to those which the trainees had 
said worked for them (see Table 2). Both groups had described the supportive social 
milieu, the calming effect of the natural physical environment and the appeal of tasks 
associated with it, the value of staff members who were former mental health service 
users, the solid structure of the working routine, the availability of move on pathways 
into external work, and the fostering of hope. The existence of this common ground, 
identified separately and independently from different data sources, suggests that the 
features highlighted were the ‘active ingredients’ of Organic Routes which made it work. 
They existed in different people’s experiences and were identified from different 
people’s (service providers and service users) perspectives. In that sense they are 
robust. There is corroboration and triangulation (Silverman 2010).  
 
The workshop ended with facilitators anticipating the next step of the evaluation: to 
capture participants’ rich description of what the ‘Organic Routes model’ was and how it 
worked. 
 

 

Staff Workshop No.2 (17/01/12) 

Aims 

The second staff workshop ran from 10.00am to 12.45pm and was facilitated by 
Vanessa Parmenter and Jon Fieldhouse. The format is shown in Appendix 4.  
 
The participants were largely the same as for the first staff workshop – though Anne and 
Iain were not present; and Jane, Brian, and Claire were new. They are shown in Box 3 
overleaf. 
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1. Sam – Organic Routes employee (horticulturalist, later in a trainee support role) 

2. Bill – SGVS Manager 

3. Sue – Organic Blooms/Natureworks Manager 

4. Amy – SGVS Vocational Worker 

5. Pam – Organic routes employee (commercial floristry) 

6. Steve – SGVS Vocational Worker 

7. Andrea – Occupational Therapist working within SGVS 

8. David – Organic routes employee (service development in edible products)  

9. Jane – Joint Commissioning Manager (Mental Health) South Gloucestershire PCT 

10. Brian – Organic Routes employee (horticulturalist) 

11. Claire – Organic Routes employee (horticultural support worker) 

 

Box 3: Participants in Staff Workshop No.2 

The workshop began with a recap of Organic Routes’ achievements and a summary of 
the themes drawn from the Trainees Workshop. The purpose of this introduction was to 
reinforce participants’ awareness of Organic Routes’ effectiveness so this could become 
established in their minds as a ‘given’, and to highlight the common ground between 
staff members’ and trainees perspectives.  
 
On this basis, an appreciative evaluation could more easily unfold. Establishing that the 
project worked would support participants’ analysis of what had made it work so well. 
The workshop approached this analysis in two stages. It first explored what the Organic 
Routes model was; and then how that model worked.  
 
The ‘What’ of Organic Routes was examined using a knowledge café process. This is a 
way of facilitating a workshop which provides an open and creative conversation on a 
topic of mutual interest to participants that brings out a group’s collective knowledge. It 
began with the facilitator introducing the question: 
 

What are the key features of the Organic Routes model that made it successful?  
 
This question required a more general overview – more of a synthesis of different 
viewpoints – than the question in the first workshop where individuals were asked to 
think about their ‘first feeling that the project was moving towards its goals’. There was 
a progression from the personal to the collective viewpoint.  
 
The knowledge café consisted of three small groups – each of which comprised people 
with a shared perspective of Organic Routes (either managerial, or coming from a 
primarily SGVS or horticultural viewpoint) as shown overleaf: 
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Group 1: Jane, Sue, Bill (managers) 
Group 2: Andrea, Steve, Amy (SGVS) 
Group 3: Pam, Brian, Claire, Sam, David (Organic Routes/Blooms) 
 

These small groups were not led by a facilitator and there was no formal feedback to the 
large group. The aim was to create a relaxed conversational atmosphere.  
 
Participants sat round small tables talking and were encouraged to write on the paper 
‘table cloths’ which then served as prompts for facilitated discussion involving everyone 
in a large group. This larger discussion aimed to: 
 

 gather a consensus on these ‘key features’  from differing perspectives 

 

 lead participants towards the creation of a learning history where the focus 
would shift from ‘features’ to ‘processes’ and the ‘how’ of Organic Routes – 
which is the essence of actionable learning.  

 
The ‘How’ of Organic Routes was explored by asking participants to create a learning 
history of the project, prompted by the question: 
 

 What were the key events, actions or decisions that you feel contributed to creating 
the Organic Routes model?” 

 
Creating a learning history is an established action inquiry practice designed to capture, 
evaluate and disseminate learning: 
 

“The goal of a learning history is to capture what an innovating group learned 
and can transfer from their ‘new knowledge’ to other groups and organizations.” 
(Roth and Bradbury 2007:350)  

 
Here the ‘goal’ was rich description of how the ‘features’ already identified operated 
together; a description, in other words, of how Organic Routes worked. A learning 
history is both a product and a process and for it to work well there are four essential 
elements – all of which existed in Staff Workshop No.2: 
 

1. It must be a multi-stakeholder event focusing on accomplishments  
2. It involves collective reflection on accomplishments 
3. It distils or ‘makes sense’ of experiences – and generates themes 
4. there is validation of the process (and the themes) by the participants 

themselves 
 
The learning history built on and developed the themes created in Staff Workshop No.1 
giving a fuller picture of how it all came together. The main themes are shown in Table 4 
overleaf, and presented in detail using illustrative quotes as before. 
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Theme 

 

 
Sub-theme 

 
 

 
1. Accessibility 

 

 

1.1 Accessibility to referrers 
 

 

1.2 An accessible experience to service 
users/trainees 

 

 
2. Adaptability 

 

2.1 Learning to specialise in work             
preparation 

 

 

3. A strong sense of ownership 
 

 

3.1 Creating a therapeutic milieu 
 

 

4. Working creatively 
 

 

 
5. Effective partnership working 

 

5.1 Synthesising  ‘therapy’ and 
‘business’ ideologies 

5.2 Local horticultural partnerships  

 
Table 4: Dimensions of the ‘Organic Routes Model’ from Staff Workshop No.2 

 
 
1. Accessibility 
‘Accessibility’ here refers to two inter-related phenomena: the accessibility of the 
resource to referrers, and the accessibility of the Organic Routes experience to service 
users and potential trainees. 
 
1.1 Accessibility to referrers 
It is important to recognise that the Organic Routes project benefitted the statutory 
sector partner in the relationship (as well as holding advantages for Organic 
Blooms/Natureworks). The relationship was co-operative and mutually beneficial – as all 
good partnerships are – and particular benefits were noticed in terms of streamlining 
the referral system from local CMHTs: 
 

Sue: There’s a gate-keeping role that Bill’s team take with referrals and with 
communicating to the other CMHTs in South Glos’ about the nature of referrals 
and the eligibility. And that does cut down a lot of ‘wasted referrals’ which we 
used to have more of. So, we’ve really streamlined, I’d say. We’ve streamlined 
that whole process by defining it more clearly and communicating that.  
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The traditional referral pathway into a vocational rehab projects was seen as 
problematic for two reasons. The process itself could tie practitioners up in searching for 
funds to access vocational placements, the diverse range of placement opportunities 
made it impossible for referrers to know them all well, and many potential placements 
were not sufficiently work-orientated: 
 

Andrea: Historically, there was a sense that it was like never ending day care.  
 
Two key advantages of Organic Routes, therefore, were that the process of accessing 
the resource was greatly simplified and the resource itself was understood very well by 
its SGVS ‘gate keepers’. The term ‘gate-keeping’ refers to the fact that all Organic Routes 
referrals from CMHTs went through the SGVS team. SGVS knew the service provided by 
Organic Routes’ intimately so they were better able to provide appropriate support to 
service users and better informed for ‘selling’ Organic Routes to local CMHTs and 
managers, particularly social services managers – a role that Organic Routes staff 
particularly appreciated because social services’ managers held the purse-strings for 
spot-purchasing places. 
 
In this way Organic Routes helped to redefine and raise the profile of 
Natureworks/Organic Blooms' service provision, which had evolved over 12 years from 
having a primarily therapeutic orientation to being focused on work preparation. Some 
social service managers (and fund holders) still had an outdated perspective of what 
Natureworks/Organic Blooms provided, and where it was positioned. 
 
The usual SGVS referral process – vocational assessment, followed by visit, trial day, 
contacting funders, and finally spot-purchasing of services (via the Care Programme 
Approach) was streamlined. It was widely appreciated that, to access Organic Routes, 
there were no funding issues as such because the vocational service was not having to 
broker other services; they had their own ‘in-house’ resource (see Fig 2 overleaf). 
 
In addition to ease of referral, the resource was highly valued because it had a regular 
review system in place that kept track of people’s progress. In short, AWP staff implicitly 
valued and trusted the horticulture industry connections and the mental health 
credentials of Organic Routes because the project comprised staff from a range of 
backgrounds including commercial floristry, two highly experienced and qualified social 
and therapeutic horticulture practitioners (who did not participate in this evaluation), 
former mental health services users, and SGVS staff who were trained mental health 
professionals. Consequently, a close working relationship – involving mutual learning 
and cross-pollination – was developed. 
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Fig 2: The Pathway into Organic Routes for Potential Trainees 
 
 
One additional beneficial outcome of this streamlining process – and of having SGVS 
workers as brokers with ‘inside knowledge’ of both Organic Routes and AWP services – 
was that Organic Routes could also make suitable re-directions of inappropriate 
referrals that had come to them from other referral sources: 
  

Sue: I’ve ‘backwards referred’ some people to your *SGVS+ team.  
 
This all represented a fine-tuning of local care programming (CPA) processes. Within the 
context of CPA the ‘Organic Routes model’ reinforced the specialism of the project as a 
‘work preparation’ project, as described earlier.  
 
The SGVS gate-keeping role had several dimensions to it. It could mean simply 
discussing possible referrals with referrers (and re-directing them if necessary) or it 
could mean carrying out a vocational assessment of an individual (an interview, usually 
in the person’s own home). Again, this could result in re-directing the individual but 
more often it was an opportunity to encourage individuals to take a step towards work, 
as described in relation to the importance given to individuals’ first site visit (see p. 30)   
 
1.2 An accessible experience to service users/trainees 
As described, local CMHTs did not necessarily know Organic Routes well, so SGVS 
workers’ intimate knowledge of Organic Routes not only enhanced the efficiency of 

  Step 3:  SGVS/OR arrange trainee 'taster day' 

                                             full trainee placement                 - or redirection  

Step 2: VR do vocational assessment interview in the client's own home  

                                                site visit arranged                      - or redirection 

Step 1: VR acting as gate-keeper for local CMHT care-planning  

                                         referral accepted                     - or redirection  
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CMHT care-planning and brokering but also improved the experience of those 
individuals who were referred as potential trainees. 
 
Organic Routes staff quickly learned that experiencing the physical environment and 
social milieu at the site was the key to engaging potential trainees. The ‘first visit’ to the 
site was recognised as a decisive moment. Again, it was SGVS’s intimate knowledge of 
the project plus the ease of access (as described earlier) which offered the scope and 
flexibility to arrange visits to the Organic Routes site: 
 

Bill: You get quite strong responses from people when you come up here. When I 
say ‘strong responses’ I mean it’s usually very, very positive … 
 

Sue: Even if they don’t like horticulture. That’s the irony! 
 

Several voices together: Yeah! 
 

Bill: … and often you have the journey in the car on the way here, so people will 
be perhaps quite anxious and quite quiet. And often you find people actually are 
quite different on the journey back. There’s a sense of hope, I think. And that’s 
what this place does a lot of the time; instills hope that ‘actually, there may be 
something that I could do’ … and that’s what we’re selling; selling the idea that 
actually you could be doing something. 

 
 
This exchange above highlights the wide appeal of horticulture-based vocational 
services. Organic Routes staff recognised most individuals’ ‘very, very positive’ 
responses to the site ‘even if they don’t like horticulture’. The positive physical and 
social environment was consciously developed by Organic Routes staff; 

 
Bill: You get here and people look like they’re ready to greet you, they look 
they’ve thought about you coming, and they give a positive response to someone 
being there ... 
 

Sue: ... but that first point of contact is the most important thing. 
 
Clearly, these visits were felt to be as important, if not more so, than the vocational 
assessment discussion. Organic Routes could be an experience, not just an idea about 
vocational rehab. This relates to the ‘smooth transitioning’ for service users, which was 
seen as an outcome of close partnership working by Andrea in Staff Workshop No. 1, 
where she said it helped people overcome “the fear of coming to a work placement (see 
P. 21). From this initial visit plans could be made for a trial half-day or a series of half-
days. 
 
Another aspect of the inclusiveness and accessibility of the ‘experience’ for trainees was 
the variety of tasks. This was reflected in the comment by Sam earlier (see pages 18-19) 
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about a trainee asserting his own choice about the work he wanted to do (see Staff 
Workshop No.1 – Theme 1.3) and in the flexibility that Organic Routes offered: 
 

Sam: Everyone has their own agenda. Everyone’s different. Being flexible to meet 
the agendas and people’s needs.  

 
 
2. Adaptability  
As a project spanning the statutory sector (NHS) and the third/voluntary sector Organic 
Routes was seen to hold important advantages for both partners, but also some 
significant risks for the voluntary sector partner too. 
 

Sue: We were keen to make it sustainable, but scared as well … because we were 
making a lot of promises and offering people jobs. It’s quite scary in the current 
climate, and for a small organisation, to double your staff team and then make 
promises to keep people’s jobs. It’s really a lot of pressure …  

  
In order to understand the way this occurred it may be helpful to first be reminded of 
the Natureworks/Organic Blooms/Organic Routes relationship. Organic Routes was a 
smaller scale, time-limited partnership project with South Gloucestershire Vocational 
Service which was based on an existing Organic Blooms project that already existed and 
continues to operate as a social enterprise: 
 

 Sue (describing Organic Routes): It’s a project within a project. 
 
2.1 Learning to specialise in work preparation  
The evolutionary path which the Organic Routes model took was characterised by 
greater definition of purpose and more clearly defined referral pathways. Whilst this 
was acknowledged to be a potential risk (for Sue with her business head on) – because 
her business instinct was that remaining open to diverse streams of trainees would most 
advantageous – an alternative viewpoint also presented itself. Specialisation could be 
seen as a means of increasing one’s attractiveness to referrers in a competitive ‘market’. 
 
It seems that the gradual adaptations to Organic Routes created a ripple effect of action 
learning that stimulated change throughout the two other interconnected ‘parent’ 
projects also (Natureworks and Organic Blooms). Indeed, Jo described how, after the 
Organic Routes project ended, she had a much clearer sense of where Organic Blooms 
was located within the landscape of local mental health services. It was capable of 
specialising in ‘work preparation’. Natureworks, which was learning to move away from 
the ‘extended day care’ ethos, had also therefore benefitted: 
 

Sue: The model works now because we’ve developed a better definition of what 
we were; a good clear definition of the project as a work preparation project. I 
think that really is the ‘headline’ bit of the model. 
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Sue: It [Organic Routes] helped to evolve the parent project.  
 
 
Sue: We kept the best bits [of Organic Routes, for Organic Blooms/Natureworks] 
  

Significantly, as well as there being greater awareness within Organic Blooms of the 
strengths of its Organic Routes activities, the Organic Routes project had enhanced 
Organic Blooms’ profile with a wider world of potential referrers. What was good 
practice from a mental health service perspective was also good ‘advertising’ from a 
business point of view: 
 

Sue: Organic Routes helped us to re-launch our identity. It helped to stamp ‘work 
project’ on our identity which then helped – beyond Organic Routes – the normal 
funding; which is good. 

 
 

Andrea: It’s much easier now … 
 

Jane: ... because it’s established a reputation.  
 
 
3. A strong sense of ownership  
The efficacy of Organic Routes appears to be due in no small part to it harnessing the 
resources of a social enterprise or community interest company which had its own 
history and identity as an independent company. Its independence and comparative 
small size offered a number of advantages to the partnership with SGVS.   
 
Firstly, the Organic Routes team had close, day-to-day contact with the trainees and the 
working environment. This meant they were attuned to trainees’ needs but also to their 
strengths and their growth. It was similar approach to the ‘strengths’ model of case 
management (Rapp 1998), focusing on individuals’ strengths, interests, abilities, and 
potential, not on deficits or problems: 
 

Sue:  We get the feedback every day that the referrers don’t get. We see 
something positive most days. 

  
This close, solution-focused attention to the detail of trainees progress was integral to 
both the quality of the review system in place at Organic Routes (see Trainee Workshop 
– Theme 5.1, Staff Workshop No.1 – Theme 1.4, Staff Workshop No.2 – Theme 1.1) and 
the supportive social milieu described by the trainees (Trainee Workshop – Theme 2.1). 
For Organic Routes staff who were former service users, a key point in their personal 
learning history was ‘my first review’: 
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Sam: Until I had my first review I felt I didn’t really have the confidence. I hadn’t 
really established myself … And the review was good surprisingly, really good       
(laughs). I don’t think a lot was said but I just got a really positive vibe about 
where I was at and what I was doing and that gave me the confidence to: one – 
establish myself; and two – raise my self esteem and self confidence in what I 
was doing. It gave me the confidence to stamp my personality on the role and the 
opportunity to pass on my experience to all the others really.  

 
The attention to detail had other organisational benefits too. The comparative small-
scale of the Organic Routes project team meant there was a high degree of project 
control and close working relationships between staff members. This made for a very 
tight ‘loop’ connecting Organic Routes’ activities, the learning through doing that these 
activities promoted, and project adaptation. This allowed the project to act and adapt 
quickly because decision-making was in the hands of a small group of people (usually 
about 3 or 4) who saw what was happening day-to-day, on the ground. In other words, 
the learning was immediate and actionable learning was recycled into practice very 
quickly.  
 
3.1 Creating a therapeutic milieu 
The strong sense of ownership gave Organic Routes’ managers and staff the scope to 
dedicate time and effort to creating a supportive, therapeutic milieu as a key part of the 
work placement: 
 

Sue: I’ve always felt we should be the model of the best workplace you could ever 
have. 

 
A described earlier, the efficacy of this milieu was based on the empathy and 
understanding that was felt to exist in the social relationships (due partly to the 
employment of former service users as staff members) and on the positive impact of the 
natural, physical setting. It was the co-existence and inter-connectedness of physical 
and social milieux that worked, it seems. This engaging, grounding milieu was harnessed 
to good effect by the way the work was organised. It not only offered graded levels of 
exposure for ‘work hardening’, it also increased the scope for bespoke, action plans 
based on regular reviews and provided opportunities for self-assessment (as described 
in the Trainee Workshop). 
 
4. Working creatively    
Habits of creative working were developed very early on at the project’s inception. The 
origins of the project was serendipitous in that “there was money” and also a “shared 
understanding and vision” between Jane, Bill, and Sue who were committed to working 
creatively. This provided the crucial initial impetus which enabled the Organic Routes 
project to take off.  Once ‘working creatively’ had become established early on in the 
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Organic Routes’ work culture it was open to others to invest their ‘belief’ in and commit 
to in their work: 
 

Sue: Anyone can get involved, at any level.  
 
This included local members of the public who volunteered at the project: 
 

Sue: We are open. We’re very open access, but there’s a natural pruning process 
… The people who stay as volunteers tend to be the ones who understand what’s 
happening. 

 
As the project unfolded there was a mutual respect among those who recognised in 
each other a capacity for working creatively. This was apparent in the interactions 
between staff members during the evaluation workshops and was continuous theme 
running throughout the large group discussion. 
 
‘Working creatively’ was the term used to describe the initial fruitful partnership 
working between Jane, Sue and Bill which could capitalise on opportunities that arose, 
for example.  Jane’s involvement, being in a position of some authority and engaging in 
problem-solving with Sue and Bill, was appreciated by the hands-on managers because 
it encouraged them to be pragmatic and to take positive risks. 
 
There was further confirmation that working in Organic Routes’ felt like “an enormous 
break from the very ‘stuck’ feeling that you get from working within the NHS in a large 
mental health organisation” (Staff Workshop No.2 – Theme 3): 
 

Bill: It’s great working creatively. 
 

Sue: But this is how we always work. 
 
Jane (as a commissioning manager) described how she was initially under some pressure 
to access funding available through PSA 16. The local authority had a target to improve 
employment opportunities for adults with mental health difficulties in the Local Area 
Agreement for 2010/12, so the Social Services Director was keen that a bid was 
submitted to fund service development.  
 
While Jane was concerned that this funding was for one year only, each of the three 
members of this initial partnership were prepared to be pragmatic in responding to the 
funding opportunity. This pragmatism was also described in relation the challenges 
arising during negotiations with AWP about its recruitment policy around the 
recruitment process for the four service user posts at Organic Routes: 
 

Sue: We wanted our organisation to be a model for the whole thing that we were 
trying to do. And for me that is personal...I am going to talk as the company and 
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me ...that’s my identity as well. So that recruitment into paid posts was really 
important , because if we couldn’t set the tone, if we couldn’t overcome some of 
the barriers with our own workers, how can we guide employers or expect them 
to do the same? 

 
Pragmatism was also important as project time scales changed and Organic Routes 
endeavoured to engage less people but for longer; all the time scrutinised against PSA 
16 criteria. 
 
Underpinning this ‘creative working’ was a serendipity or coincidence of circumstances 
and personalities. Bill told the story of how the original creative partnership arose. He 
described how his own positive impressions (as a mental health practitioner) of Organic 
Blooms and its potential informed Jane’s “opportunistic” response to the funding 
opportunity and mobilised Sue’s adaptability also. He described, as one of his key 
milestones in the learning history, the sequence of events leading to Sue and Jane first 
meeting, prior to the bid being put together:  
 

Bill: Experiencing Organic Blooms and what it was able to do for people. So, 
having that experience with a few people lodged in my mind, and then receiving 
a phone call from Jean about money being available, then having another phone 
call with Jean saying ‘what about a horticultural social enterprise’ and me saying 
‘well, we’ve already got one; and then that first meeting with Sue and Jane …  
and feeling that you two [looking at Sue and Jane] immediately kind of hit it off …  

 
The differing experience of these individuals and their good working relationship 
produced a rich mix of expertise across complimentary areas of the project’s activities. 
This allowed considerable positive risk management to be undertaken. So, although 
money was available, it appears that the way it was managed was the key to success. 
 
Two ways were identified for maximising the ‘added value’ of the funding: firstly, 
building on an existing project (avoiding the need for money to be spend on set-up 
costs), and secondly to make one year’s funding spread over two growing seasons (or, 
two years). 
 

Jane: The history was, there was money … I was concerned that we didn’t want 
to set something up that had no future because we only had one year’s money … 
and then I spoke to who Paul said ’we’ve already got a project that’s going. We 
could enhance that … The idea was to build on existing project. 
 
 
Sue:  We stretched a year’s funding over two years really … because we knew it 
would be a slow start. 
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5. Partnership working 
The good partnership working between a third/voluntary sector social enterprise 
(Organic Blooms/Natureworks) and a statutory mental health service (SGVS) has already 
been explored in terms of how it enhanced the accessibility of the resource to referrers 
(see Theme 1.1 above – Accessibility to referrers) but other advantages were also 
derived from the combination of ‘therapy’ and ‘business’ ideologies.   
 
5.1  Synthesising ‘therapy’ and ‘business’ ideologies 
The close working between SGVS and Organic Routes staff offered benefits for both 
services. This cross-polination between the statuory (NHS) and third/voluntary sectors 
shifted the dynamic between them. Instead of being characterised by a kind of tension 
(where a ‘therapy-orientation’ and a ‘business-orientation’ might have remained 
uncomfortably juxtaposed) there was a recognition of how these different perspectives 
synchronised and harmonised together. 

 
Whilst the therapeutic dimension of Organic Routes was a strong feature of SGVS staff 
members’ testimonies there was also a respect for the business dimension. For 
example, Andrea said that witnessing Organic Routes trainees’ progress was an 
affirmation of what she had felt her mental health practitioner job was really about (see 
page 22) – much like Bill’s realisation (see page 20) that ‘this’ was why he trained as an 
OT. Similarly, Amy described the milestones in her own learning history in terms of the 
enhanced service user experience, as follows: 
 

Milestone 1: Accompanying SU’s on their first introductory visits and establishing 
a 3-way partnership (as a ‘travel companion’) 

 

Milestone 2: Seeing someone’s working career progress 
 

Milestone 3: Seeing an SU gain confidence and make significant progress in a 
working relationship 
 

For SGVS staff, the obligations of running a business came to be appreciated more 
clearly as time passed: 
 

Bill: I think there’s an underestimation on our side about the financial imperative. 
I think I get it a bit more now … Our main priority is the wellbeing and 
development of the service user 
 
 
Sue: Sometimes I have to change my head from ‘service user’ orientated to 
‘business’ because sometimes the business just has to survive to provide the rest. 
 
 
Sue: It’s a tightrope sometimes. 
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Deriving actionable learning from this inter-agency and inter-sector working was 
perhaps anticipated. It possibly explains the inclusion of money for evaluation in the 
original bid. Indeed, reflecting on the project as a whole Jane (as a commissioning 
manager) suggested that Organic Routes’ combination of therapeutic and business 
ideologies had, in microcosm, reflected some of the big changes in health and social 
care – such as planning and working to a budget and moving away from block contracts 
into spot purchasing: 
 

Jane: I think you’ve piloted what the whole of health and social care is doing … 
which is why the evaluation is so important. 

 
 
The inter-sector cross-pollination and harmonisation was based on mutual learning and 
shared goals and this learning process could include significant challenges. For example, 
one instance of a disagreement between an Organic Routes staff member (who was a 
former service user) and an SGVS staff member was alluded to by both people involved. 
The disagreement was about another trainee. The SGVS staff member had previously 
worked in a supporting role with the Organic Routes staff member (when he was a 
service user) but, in this instance, they both had to negotiate a change in boundaries 
and respective roles. It was not described in detail, but acknowledgement of it in the 
workshop appeared to be open and honest and – with hindsight – was termed a 
‘creative conflict’ in that valuable learning came from it. 
 
In terms of shared goals, a highly regarded quality of Organic Routes was that it felt very 
obviously purposeful, and goal-orientated. When asked how to describe the purpose of 
the project, for example, Jo’s answer was simple: 
 

Sue: We sell cut flowers. 
 
Clearly, this was not an ostensibly ‘mental health’ or ‘therapeutic’ goal. It was a normal 
business activity. However, this business imperative or obligation appeared to 
contribute to a ‘normalising’, de-stigmatising, and ultimately therapeutic context for 
people to work within. Firstly, there was the obvious benefit of a wage and the first 
‘proper pay day’ was a milestone in the learning history for all new Organic Routes 
employees. But there was a variety of other advantages for a vocational project too:  
 

Sue: By having a saleable outcome; by saying that we are a social enterprise and 
having that as our overall target, all the other things fit in. (17.50) 
 
 
Sue: You have to have that hard edge. I think it helps people to understand why 
you’re doing certain things. People understand that ‘you need to do that again 
because we can’t sell that’. It’s much easier really. It’s not personal. 
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In other words, a clear expectation about performance was placed on trainees but it 
was dissociated or distanced from any kind of personalised pressure. Instead, it was a 
natural extension of the collective horticultural work trainees were engaged in:  
 

Sue: It’s not us, it’s external to us. The demand comes from the plants. It’s very 
unthreatening, very obvious ... They  have a pull of their own, external to us.  

 
It seems this de-personalisation of the pressure was partly due to the ‘pull of the plants’ 
and also partly due to the sense of collective teamwork on site. This was identified 
strongly by trainees (see Trainee Workshop – Theme 2.3) and formed part of the 
nurturing environment that supported them, as described on page 10. 
 
5.1 Local horticultural partnerships 
Organic Blooms’ horticultural inks were well-established. An in-house landscaping team 
(or contract work team) provided an interim step between the Organic Routes site and 
placements with other employers. This offered scope for off-site working that was 
highly valued (see Trainees Workshop). Trainees could work off-site when they felt 
ready, as part of a supportive team, and without the added pressure of it being ‘make or 
break’:  
 

Sue: It’s real work, probably a bit more ‘real’ than here really because you’re 
dealing with customers directly, who are paying directly. So, it’s not as ‘safe’ as 
here, but it’s ‘safer’ than them going to [a local] Garden Centre on a placement, 
on their own. 

 
Certain important therapeutic qualities of the Organic Routes environment were 
maintained through all the stages. The supportive psychosocial environment was 
flexible and ‘portable’ and could be temporarily created wherever necessary – acting as 
a platform for new skill acquisition: 
 

Steve: We take the Organic Blooms ethos with us wherever we’re working so 
we’ve still got the supportive environment but it is a professional outside job. 
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What has been learned from this evaluation? 

A diverse range of actionable learning points have emerged from this evaluation. They 
are gathered together here under the following headings:  

 Learning about inter-sector partnerships 

 Learning about the importance of Organic Routes’ connections  

 Learning about Organic Routes’ efficacy in broader mental health terms (ie. 
looking beyond ‘work preparation’ to issues such as recovery and inclusion) 

 Learning about horticulture as a work preparation medium 

 Learning about the use of action inquiry in project evaluations such as this 

 

Learning about inter-sector partnership 
 

 Partnerships between the voluntary and statutory sectors can be very effective 
The partnership between Organic Blooms/Natureworks and South Gloucestershire 
Vocational Service enabled innovative practice to emerge that enhanced the work of 
both partner organisations.  
 

 Organic Routes has modelled a way of succeeding in a spot-purchasing culture 
As health and social care moves steadily from a block purchasing model (where 
larger-scale contracts are set up to fund longer-term service provision orientated to 
provider projects) to smaller-scale spot-purchasing (or ‘case-by-case’ purchasing) 
model orientated to individual needs, much can be learned from the Organic Routes 
experience. 
 
There are several potential applications for this learning, such as consideration of 
how it meshes with the payment by results (PbR) and personalisation agendas. PbR 
is based on assigning an individual (following needs assessment) to a ‘cluster’ or 
category of need which then enables access to a prescribed range of activities. This 
year is a ‘shadow year’ for PbR, so this learning has potentially significant 
implications for other third/voluntary sector mental health services.  
 
The Organic Routes model has shown that it is well-prepared to accommodate self-
funding trainees also, reflecting the personalisation agenda within social care. 
 

 Inter-sector partnerships may involve significant risk for the voluntary sector 
The role of the third/voluntary sector as the ‘risk taker’ in the relationship appears 
to be built in to this emerging system. 
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As described earlier (see Staff Workshop No.2 – Theme 2.1), whilst spot-purchasing 
might appear to have been more suited to the individual-orientated payment by 
results (PbR) and personalisation agendas it also involved much more 
unpredictability and uncertainty for third/voluntary sector providers who would not 
have guaranteed, ongoing, larger-scale funds to depend on and plan with. 
 

 Inter-sector partnerships may involve significant benefits for the voluntary sector 
It is likely that the success (perhaps even the survival) of third/voluntary sector 
projects like Organic Routes will depend on their ability to market themselves and 
how they position themselves in relation to local habits and patterns of care-
planning. In the Organic Routes project, the opportunities for development which 
were presented to Organic Blooms (through the activities or Organic Routes) 
seemed to strengthen it in the local provider ‘market place’.    
 

 The ‘business imperative’ of a social enterprise can have a ‘therapeutic’ impact 
Just as the ‘business’ of Organic Routes created an imperative for decisive action and 
rapid action learning by staff, it also created a ‘real work’ setting for trainees. This 
created an expectation for high quality work. Learning that “you need to do that 
again because we can’t sell that” (see page 37) was not taken as personal criticism. It 
was accepted as an essential feature of the setting, like the weather. This was also 
related to the therapeutic impact of team working (born out of a collective business 
responsibility for quality control, perhaps) and contributed to a strong sense of 
trainees’ personal pride for ‘a job well done’ and to a strong teamwork ethos.  

 

 ‘Small is beautiful’ 
In the Organic Routes project the cycle of ‘plan’, ‘act’, ‘evaluate’, ‘re-plan’, ‘do again’ 
was very small and immediate (both in terms of time and the numbers of people 
involved) as described earlier. This offered plenty of scope for rapid learning, 
executive decision-making, and organizational adaptation. Hence the comparative 
rapid emergence of a robust ‘Organic Routes model’. 

 
This relates closely to the ‘business imperative’ idea above in that Organic Blooms 
was the immediate benefactor of ongoing action learning from the Organic Routes 
experience. The sharing of staff across Organic Routes and Organic Blooms meant  
staff were highly motivated to make Organic Routes work – not just for itself as an 
Organic Routes challenge but for the secondary, knock-on learning which could be 
ploughed back into Organic Blooms. The efficiency of this small loop reflects the 
‘small is beautiful’ notion from Schumaker (1999) the economist, who suggested 
that small-scale, environmentally sustainable, locally controlled, people-orientated 
enterprises are best equipped to drive sustainable development – environmentally, 
economically, and socio-politically. 
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Learning about the importance of Organic Routes’ connections   

Organic Routes’ success lay in its connections: its links within the horticultural industry, 
its links within the local community, and the clear links it established within local mental 
health services.  
 

 Community links 
The issue of sustainability (see page 40) relates closely to the principles of 
ecotherapy. Ecotherapy integrates health promotion activities that serve individual, 
community, and global goals (Burls 2007). It sees personal health, wellbeing, and 
recovery as being directly connected to the ‘health’ of communities and the health 
of the natural ecosystem of which human life is a part (Davis and Atkins 2009). For 
example, ecotherapy helps the community when it involves growing produce locally, 
thus reducing transportation air miles (Chalquist 2009) or when its cultivation 
activities also promote social inclusion (Haubenhofer et al 2010).  

 

 Industry Links 
Good local links within the horticultural industry were essential in providing the 
external off-site opportunities which were so valued by trainees as opportunities for 
self-assessment, work-hardening, and social inclusion, and which were an integral 
part of the grading and pacing of Organic Routes as a work preparation project. 

 

 Local Mental Health Services Links 
There were a number of ways in which Organic Routes benefitted local mental 
health service delivery and mental health service users: 
 
o Streamlining care planning 

Organic Routes effectively cut down on inappropriate or ‘wasted referrals’ by 
focusing on the task of supporting people into work and marketing itself as that. 

 

o Enhancing accessibility and engagement  
The take-up of trainee placements (following first visit) appears to have been 
very good which suggests disjointed care was minimised. 

 

 Off-site working created important move-on pathways for trainees   
SGVS staff commented on the way the ‘Organic Routes ethos’ could be exported to 
external off-site work. This suggests that certain aspects of Organic Routes’ 
supportive social and working environment were ‘portable’. They were robust yet 
flexible enough to be moved and re-assembled wherever needed, offering 
temporarily constructed supports along trainees’ move-on pathways. This relates to 
the idea of ‘affirmative environments’ (or temporarily created psychosocial micro-
environments) which have been shown to develop mental health service users’ 
confidence to engage with other people and to experiment with new roles (Rebeiro 
2001).  
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Learning about efficacy in broader mental health terms 

Organic Routes’ potency as a work preparation project (and in terms of its pre-
vocational training – see below) relates closely to its capacity to promote trainees’ 
mental health more generally – particularly in relation to social inclusion and recovery.    

 

 Work preparation is an important ingredient in social inclusion 
In addition to the obvious benefits that work entails regarding social inclusion, the 
‘off-site, affirmative environments’ (see page 41) also supported trainees to work 
alongside the general public and ‘feel’ socially included. In ‘inclusion traffic lights’ 
terms, this represents a progression from red to green settings as part of the work 
preparation process (Bates and Seddon 2008). It enabled trainees to train in 
increasingly ‘real’ and de-segregated settings. In this sense, it has much in common 
with the ‘place and train’ (as opposed to the old ‘train and place’) models of 
vocational rehabilitation.  

 

 The Organic Routes model is recovery-orientated 
Both staff and trainees spoke about the instilling of ‘hope’ as a feature of the 
Organic Routes experience. The restoration of hope is recognised as one of key 
methods by which mental service users are empowered to begin their recovery 
journeys (Perkins 2006). The four tasks of personal recovery are said to be 
developing a positive identity, framing the ‘mental illness’ as being a part of the 
person instead of being the defining characteristic, self-management, and 
developing valued social roles (Shepherd et al 2008, Slade 2009). Organic Routes 
supported trainees in each of these tasks. The fact that staff were ‘hopeful’ and had 
positive expectations of trainees is also significant in the light of early findings that 
social exclusion was related to staff’s low expectations of service users’ abilities 
(ODPM 2004).   
 

Learning about horticulture as a work preparation medium  

All participants in this evaluation highlighted the positive impact of the natural, green 
environment and of the social relationships within Organic Routes. The synergy between 
physical and social milieux is a common theme in much of the research-based literature 
about the efficacy of horticulture as a medium for training, education, skill acquisition 
and rehabilitation, and social inclusion (Sempik et al 2003, 2005). 

 

 Natural green settings may themselves be supportive of skill acquisition 
Perhaps the most widely quoted theory about horticulture’s therapeutic 
applications is Kaplan and Kaplan’s (1989) Attention Restoration Theory which 
suggests natural green environments can enhance individual’s capacity to maintain 
their attention; called ‘directed attention’. This theory proposes that natural green 
environments can counteract the tendency of the psychosocial and built 
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environments to be overloading and stress-inducing. It suggests that certain natural 
environments can be experienced as fundamentally restorative; characterised by 
improved concentration, self-reflection, and planning ability – in contrast to the 
irritability, impulsiveness, impatience, distractability and error-prone performance 
associated with information overload (Kaplan and Kaplan 2011).  

 
This theory has implications for the creation of a supportive, interpersonal milieu 
and for the skill acquisition taking place within it. The restorative environment 
depends on certain features being present – such as the individual having a sense of 
being away from situations that would normally be stressful, and compatibility – 
where the tasks are integral to the natural setting. In these situations increased 
motivation is a natural response to the opportunities afforded by the setting. This 
fits well with trainees’ descriptions of the calming effect of the natural environment, 
the positive response to the rich variety of tasks on offer, the sense that 
horticultural skills were being acquired ‘naturally’, and the development of 
transferable skills for life (Trainee Workshop – Themes 3, 4.1, 4.4, and 4.5)  
 
Attention restoration should be considered as a particular asset of horticulture as a 
training medium – both for skill acquisition and engagement. Studies consistently 
show people prefer environments where they anticipate they will be able to 
function effectively (Kaplan and Kaplan 2011).  

 

 Organic Routes has acquired useful knowledge and skills about job retention  
Much expertise in job retention was gained during the Organic Routes project. Some 
2 day job retention training came as direct by-product from the Organic Routes 
experience, as did the suggestion of an ongoing Avon-wide job retention network. 
The job retention training was provided for South Gloucestershire staff including 
nurses, social workers, and occupational therapists. 
 

 Measuring ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ outcomes is important 
The enhanced employability of Organic Routes trainees was something ‘felt’ by them 
as much as something that was objectively measurable. This highlights the 
importance of qualitative, subjective data in the evaluation of vocational projects.  
 
Earlier, this report (see pages 6-7) highlighted the wide recognition that soft 
outcomes were an important indicator of progress towards employability, 
particularly for socially excluded groups – including people with mental health 
problems (Dewson et al 2000). For example, European Social Fund-supported 
projects have reported (see Dewson et al 2000) that they measured two types of 
soft outcomes: core outcomes and target group specific outcomes.  
 
Core outcomes included the acquisition of key work skills, and language and 
communication skills; attitudinal skills, such as increased motivation, confidence and 
self-esteem; and personal skills such as improved timekeeping, attendance or 
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personal hygiene. Target group-specific outcomes were those which were relevant 
to particular groups – such as people with mental health problems where a greater 
level of self-awareness, or lowered anxiety may be additional indicators of improved 
personal skills and employability.  
 
This evaluation of Organic Routes confirms the distance travelled by trainees in 
many of these ‘soft’ areas. It points emphatically to the importance of ‘soft’ 
outcomes as indicators of individuals’ progress and to the need to be sensitive to the 
specific additional issues associated with people who have mental health problems. 
 

Learning about action inquiry in project evaluation 

 Action inquiry was an energising and emotional experience for the project team 
It was evident in the interactions between staff members during the two staff 
workshops that appreciating their successes together was an energising experience 
for all concerned, and quite an emotional one for some individuals. This, arguably, 
highlights the different perspective that an appreciative focus can bring as opposed 
to a problem-solving approach.  

It seems that the day-to-day time pressures of work meant there was limited time 
for reflecting on and openly acknowledging positive working relationships. There 
was not time to fully recognise and celebrate the positivity that existed. This social 
capital was not counted, one might say, but was ‘cashed in’ straight away and 
turned into action – in terms of ongoing problem-solving. 

Workshop discussions showed that individuals tackled practical problems and 
developed the project successfully, often intuitively, but it seems they may also have 
‘missed out’ on reflecting on progress and on learning from how that progress had 
been advanced because they could easily become ‘locked in’ to tackling problem 
after problem, as each was encountered in quick succession. Collective recognition 
of the rich social capital that existed was an emotional experience for some.  

 

 Action inquiry accesses tacit knowledge adding value to an already rich experience 
The projective techniques of freefall writing and story-telling are widely recognised 
as potent ways of accessing tacit or unacknowledged ‘knowing. So, whilst Organic 
Routes was a successful project and staff members’ experiences were positive, there 
was an added value in coming to know them more deeply, discussing them 
collectively, understanding their significance, and deriving new learning from them.   

 
The power of co-operative, appreciative inquiry was, therefore, twofold. Firstly, it 
prompted, guided, and structured reflection; both individually and collectively. 
Secondly, it brought the intuitive, unconscious, unarticulated actions into people’s 
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consciousness and allowed these to be verbalised, reflected on, and understood, 
even celebrated (reinforcing and celebrating positive relationships). 

 

 ‘Insider/outsider teamwork’ supports action learning by project teams 
Helping participants ‘make sense’ of the personal and collective experience was a 
process that happened in stages or ‘layers’; making use of a range of techniques 
such as freefall writing, story circles, a knowledge café, and a learning history.  
 
There was a progression through this series of ‘sieves’ which gradually refined the 
learning, making it available to all members of the project team. This report serves 
as a key stage in this ongoing process. For example, after the freefall writing and 
story circle turned unconscious or tacit ‘knowing’ into conscious, communicable 
form this informed the knowledge café by equipping small groups of individuals with 
new sources of knowledge with which to develop their ‘insider perspective’. This 
then lead to collective validation by the group as the ‘café produce’ was gathered up 
onto flipcharts via a chair/scribe (the facilitator’s ‘outsider perspective’). The 
facilitator then used basic counselling-type skills of paraphrasing and reflecting to 
clarify points, whilst simultaneously presenting an analysis of the material for 
insiders to challenge, amend, add detail to, or simply confirm. In other words, 
flipchart material from the ‘café’ was simultaneously member checked and 
‘analysed’. Crucially, in terms of action inquiry, participants analysed their own data 
but did so with the assistance of an external catalyst (UWE facilitators).  

 
UWE’s ‘outsider perspective’ had the advantage of never having been privy to the 
tacit knowledge of the insiders. UWE facilitators were thus able to do 3 things: 
 
(i) reframe and clarify what this knowledge was for the individual and/or group  

 

(ii) act as a conduit for bringing together hitherto unconnected bits of knowledge 
for the group (informing the learning history exercise) 
 

(iii) act as means of validating those connections and – hence – the bigger picture as 
a whole 

 
 

On the basis of the last two points (about project evaluation methods) and in the hope that 
actionable learning from this evaluation will inform subsequent project development, UWE 
would be interested in following up this report by supporting further action learning and 
evaluation in the future. 
 

If you would like to discuss this further please contact:  
Jon Fieldhouse, Senior Lecturer, Dept of Allied Health Professions 
Faculty of Health & Life Sciences, University of the West of England – Glenside Campus 
Stapleton, Bristol BS16 1DD  
Tel: 44(0)117 328 8941, Email: jon.fieldhouse@uwe.ac.uk, Fax: 0117 328 8811 

mailto:jon.fieldhouse@uwe.ac.uk
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Appendix 1 – Pictures Used in Trainee Workshop (13/12/11) 
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Appendix 2: Schedule for the Trainees Workshop (13/12/11) 

 
 
9.30     Meet trainees – introductions  – guided tour of site 
 
10.15     Slideshow of Organic Routes pictures (see Appendix 1) 
 
10.20     Step 1 – Warm-up:   

 Q: Pick 3 good things that stand out from your time at Organic Routes 

 Writing 1 per post-it, stick post-its on wall in chronological order 
 

10.30   Step 2 

 Look at the collective time-line on the wall 

 Think more about your own experiences 

 Look at photos, choose 2/3 that ‘speak to you’ about that experience  

 Spend 5 mins thinking of 1 experience where you got: the strongest feeling of 
moving forwards or getting ‘that something’ you value 

 Get into a pair – share it with you partner 

 Share it with group –  if this generates more post-its add them to the wall 
 
12.30   45 MINS LUNCH BREAK 
 
1.15    Step 3: discussion in pairs, and collective discussion re. 3 questions: 
  

1. What are the key features of an effective work placement? 
2. What are ‘employable skills’? 
3. What’s the most important message you’d like Organic Routes’ managers to 

take forward for future projects?  
 
2.3O      END 
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Appendix 3: Staff Workshop No.1 (19/12/11)       

 
10.0    Introductions/clarification of consent issues 

 
10.05 Recap project goals   
 
10.15     Warm-up: 
 

1. Q: Pick 3 good things that stand out from your time at Organic Routes 
2. Write 1 per post-it & stick post-its on wall 
3. Collectively arrange post-its as a time-line if possible 

 
10.30     Free-fall Writing: 

1. Look at the post-its  – think about ‘milestones’, ‘goals’ and ‘personal 
experiences’ 

2. Intro Q:  
“At what point did you first get the feeling that this project was moving 
forwards/towards these goals?” 

3. Introduce ‘free-fall writing’ 
4. 10 mins writing in silence 

 
10.50    lead up to break with info about ‘story circle’     
 
10.55     15 min BREAK  
 
11.10   Story Circle: 
  

1. Recap rules for story-telling 
2. Taking turns around group – up to 5 mins per story  

 
12.10     Opportunity to add to post-its to wall 
 
12.15      Group brainstorm – any themes? 
 
12.30      END 
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Appendix 4: Staff Workshop No. 2 (17/01/12)  

 
 
10.00     Introductions – recap Organic Routes achievements on flipchart  
 
 
10.10    Themes from Staff Workshsop No.1 consider the Organic Routes ‘model’ 
   
 
10.20     Brief summary of trainees’ views from the Trainees Workshop    
   

 
10.30    Intro – 3 small groups work on:  
              “What are the key features of the OR model that made it successful?”   
 
 
10.45    Feedback from each group, collective discussion single flipchart of ‘features’      
 
 
11.15   10 MINS BREAK  
 
 
11.25    Intro to learning history 

“What were the key events/actions/decisions where you felt you were contributing to 
this ‘model’?   

             
 

11.45    Sharing post-its – go round circle, adding post-its to wall to create time-line   
 
 
12.15     Collective viewing of time-line, discussion summing up      
   
   
12.45      END 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


